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Abstract We collect some technical difficulties and pitfalls when measu-
ring the negative basis of a position that hedges a bond with a
CDS insurance contract. These are: peculiarities for short matu-
rities, the difficulty to choose an appropriate hedge ratio in the
Z-spread method, and the effect of the standardized quarterly
frequency of the CDS payment dates.

1 Introduction Consider a CDS insurance buyer who also holds a bond which
is eligible for the respective CDS. Loosely speaking, when the
CDS insurance costs are less than the earnings generated from
the bond, one says that there is a negative basis, also called
bond-CDS basis sometimes. There are different economic ex-
planations for the existence of negative basis, see Bernhart, Mai
(2012). In the same article different methods to quantify the ne-
gative basis are also introuduced and compared, see also Mai
(2014a). The two most appropriate measurements are the hid-
den yield ansatz, denoted (HY), and the (improved) Z-spread
method, denoted (Z*). For their precise definitions and interpre-
tations, the interested reader is referred to Bernhart, Mai (2012);
Mai (2014a). Let us only briefly mention that (HY) defines the
negative basis as the size by which a reference zero rate dis-
counting curve needs to be shifted parallely in order to make the
observed prices of bond and CDS arbitrage-consistent. In con-
trast, (Z*) computes the negative basis as the difference between
the annualized earnings of the position, measured in terms of the
Z-spread, and the annualized costs of the position, measured in
terms of the CDS premium.
The remaining article discusses several difficulties which arise
in the context of negative basis measurement and is organized
as follows: Section 2 discusses technical problems that pop up
when the maturity of the underlying bond is extremely short. Sec-
tion 3 presents some thoughts about the appropriate choice of
the CDS hedge ratio to be applied in the measurement ansatz
(Z*). Section 4 deals with the implications of the fact that typical
CDS contracts have standardized maturities, whereas bonds do
not. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 Peculiarities for short maturities We discuss two issues related to short-dated basis positions.

2.1 General numerical issues When the negative basis is computed for a position with very
short maturity (e.g. only a few days remaining), the computation
is prone to numerical instabilities. This is because the numerical
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routines depend critically on the input data (bond and CDS pri-
ces) in this case. To demonstrate why, let us consider a general
Z-spread computation, which lies at the heart of the method (Z*).
Indeed, the negative basis according to (Z*) is linear in the Z-
spread of the package price. Denoting by τ the (short) remaining
time to maturity of a bond which pays out the amount 1 + C per
unit notional at maturity, its Z-spread is basically defined as the
unique root x∗ of the following equation in the variable x:

(1 + C) e−(r+x) τ = observed bond’s market value,

where r denotes the short term zero rate used for discounting
from maturity into the valuation date (which is briefly before the
maturity). This implies that

Z-spread x∗ = −
( log(observed bond’s market value)

τ
+ r
)
.

In theory, the observed bond’s market value should tend to par
at maturity, therefore it will typically be very close to one a few
days earlier. The logarithm of this value is therefore close to zero.
Since this logarithm is divided by the small time to maturity τ , one
has to divide a very small number by another very small number
– a very inconvenient task from a numerical viewpoint.
For a short-dated zero coupon bond (i.e. C = 0), the y-axis in Fi-
gure 1 shows how small the range of prices, which can explained
by “reasonable” Z-spreads, actually is. If the observed market pri-
ce for such a bond fluctuates outside the range [.998, 1.002], the
absolute value of the Z-spread explodes to values above 1000
bps.
What to do? To be honest, there is not really a nice solution for
this problem. However, the problem is not so severe in our view,
because it occurs only for very short maturities and, consequent-
ly, for negative basis positions whose annual income plays not an
important role anymore.

2.2 (Short) maturity mismatch It is not always possible to fully match the bond’s maturity with
the CDS maturity, see also Section 4 for further problems arising
due to this issue. Typically, such a maturity mismatch is small and
negligible. However, if the bond’s maturity is quite short, a poten-
tial time gap between bond and CDS maturity can be significant,
simply because the maturity mismatch is huge in relative terms
(relative to the bond maturity). If naively applied, this can lead
to significant differences between the different negative bases
measurements, as we will demonstrate by means of a numeric
example. The numbers are inspired by a real-world example we
have encountered in the past. We consider a bond that comes
at a price of B = 99%, paying a coupon rate of C = 8.125%
semi-annually, and the time to maturity in years is τB = 0.14 (so
maturity in about 1.7 months). Moreover, the bond’s maturity is
in the beginning of February, so that the next possible CDS ma-
turity date is March 20, corresponding to a time to maturity for
the CDS of about τC = 0.24. In particular, there is only one CDS
coupon payment at maturity of the CDS, which is assumed to co-
me at an upfront of upf = 2.5% for a running coupon of s = 100
bps. We furthermore assume a recovery rate of 25% and a flat
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risk-free interest rate of r = 0.001. Let us compute the negative
basis in this example according to the methods (Z*) and (HY).
On the one hand, for the method (Z*) we first need to solve the
equation

B + Accrued + upf︸ ︷︷ ︸
initial investment

= e−(r+z) τB
(
1 +

C

2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

discounted terminal cash flow
for z, yielding approximately z = −258 bps, estimating the ex-
pected, annualized income. Subtracting the annualized CDS ins-
urance costs s from z implies a negative basis of about −358
bps, which is a significantly positive basis. On the other hand, for
the method (HY) we need to write the bond price as a certain
function of a parallel shift x of the risk-free rate r, which is ty-
pically not possible in closed form. However, in our short-dated
example, with only minor additional simplifying assumptions, we
can write down this function in closed form as follows. First of all,
we denote by λ(x) the default intensity which explains the given
CDS quote when assuming the risk-free rate r + x. Assuming
that default compensation payments are made at maturity, it is
determined by the equation

upf + s · τC · e−(r+x+λ(x)) τC︸ ︷︷ ︸
premium leg

= (1−R) · e−(r+x) τC ·
(
1− e−λ(x) τC

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

default leg

.

The last equation can be solved for λ(x) in closed form since
there is only one coupon payment left. It yields

λ(x) = log
(e−(r+x) τC (s · τC + 1−R)

(1−R) e−(r+x) τC − upf

)
/τC .

The dirty model bond price Bd(x), depending on the unknown
risk-free rate r + x, is hence given by1

Bd(x) = Re−(r+x) τB
(
1− e−λ(x) τB

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

default payment

+
(
1 +

C

2

)
e−(r+x+λ(x)) τB︸ ︷︷ ︸

redemption payment

.

The negative basis according to method (HY) is defined as the
unique value solving the equation

B + Accrued = Bd(x)

for x, yielding a negative basis of about 293 bps, which is a signi-
ficantly negative basis, and a completely different result than the
one with method (Z*). The reason for this divergence between
the two methods is rooted in the fact that τB < τC . On a high le-
vel, the Z-spread method neglects the fact that the bought CDS
might still have a positive value at the maturity of the bond.
What to do? In the above example, one should take into ac-
count the fact that the CDS still has a positive value at the bond’s
maturity for the Z-spread method. Alternatively, one could apply
the Z-spread method with a fictitious CDS contract maturing at
the same time as the bond does. The upfront for this CDS must
be computed from the given quote by standard methods, and is
significantly smaller than 2.5%, making the two measurements
converge.

1Like for the CDS, for simplicity we assume that the recovery in case of a
default is paid at maturity.
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3 What is the right hedge ratio? As already pointed out in Bernhart, Mai (2012), the negative ba-
sis which is measured according to the methodology (Z*) requi-
res as input a hedge ratio, which reflects the portfolio manage-
ment’s risk appetite. In practice, for pre-deal analyses it is re-
commended to compute the (Z*)-basis w.r.t. two (typically diffe-
rent) hedge ratios, yielding a “reasonable” range for the negative
basis. On the one hand, one should apply a unit nominal hed-
ge assumption, i.e. the CDS nominal is assumed to equal the
bond’s nominal. On the other hand, one should demand JTD-
neutrality2, meaning that the hedge ratio is chosen such that an
immediate credit event in the position would be PnL-neutral. All
values between the two resulting measurements are considered
reasonable, see Bernhart, Mai (2012) for an explanation. If the
JTD-neutral hedge ratio is far above or below par, the resulting
range for reasonable negative basis measurements can be very
wide, an extreme toy example is visualized in Figure 2. Intuitively,
the “right” negative basis should lie somewhere in this range, but
it is more art than science to determine such an average value
from the range.
What to do? The following two choices of measurement are na-
tural for us:

• Most conservative pick: The most conservative, reasonable
hedge ratio is the upper bound of the computed range. This
implies that we have a static position that we can hold to ma-
turity which is JTD-neutral in the short run, and also provides
safety in the long run since it always guarantees the invested
notional. However, there are two drawbacks with this choice:
(a) it might be an expensive hedge and (b) the position might
have a pull-to-par tendency to become JTD-positive in the fu-
ture, which might not be allowed by the legislation depending
on the underlying name3.

• Picking the (HY)-value: In very rare cases, the (HY)-basis
lies outside the reasonable (Z*)-range, see Section 4 for an
explanation. But in most situations the (HY)-basis, which does
not depend on an applied hedge ratio as input, lies within the
reasonable range and, hence, provides a natural pick. An ar-
gument in favor of this choice is that the method (HY) can be
justified rigorously by arbitrage pricing theory, implying that
there exists a self-financing (but not explicitely known) trading
strategy generating this basis in a risk-free manner. In prac-
tice this implicit trading strategy, aside from being unknown,
might also not be feasible due to liquidity constraints and tran-
saction costs, because it might demand to continuously reba-
lance the CDS hedge. However, an active portfolio manage-
ment typically rebalances the CDS hedge at a few time points
during the lifetime of the position in order to guarantee JTD-
neutrality not only at inception but also at later time points as
good as possible. Hence, one might argue that the portfolio
management’s trading strategy is a practical approximation
to the implicit trading strategy in (HY). This logic provides a
strong argument in favor of working with the (HY)-basis.

2JTD is the abbreviation for jump-to-default.
3Currently, there is a CDS shortselling ban for European sovereigns.
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4 The effect of the IMM dates By market convention, standard CDS contracts mature either on
March 20, June 20, September 20 or December 20 of a year,
the so-called IMM dates4. Unless the bond in a basis position
happens to mature on (or briefly before) an IMM date, this means
that there is always a maturity mismatch between bond and CDS
contract. A conservative hedge requires the CDS maturity to be
greater or equal than the bond maturity, so that the CDS maturitiy
is typically longer than the bond maturity. Since the IMM dates
are quarterly, the maturity mismatch is typically at most three
months, but a maturity mismatch of more than two month occurs
frequently.
The different negative basis measurement methods cope with
this technical phenomenon in different ways. Consider the situa-
tion of a very steep CDS curve, i.e. in which CDS insurance is
cheap up to some maturity T , after which it becomes suddenly
expensive. The reason for such an extreme CDS curve shape
might be the debt distribution of the underlying company, which
might need to roll (or pay back) a huge proportion of its debt on
a single maturity close after T .
On the one hand, it can make a significant difference for the Z-
spread method (Z*) whether the bond matures before or after T ,
because the initial CDS upfront payment to be made at inception
of the basis position directly enters the computation in a “digital”
way – either it is small (in case the bond matures before T ) or
large (in case the bond matures after T ). On the other hand, the
method (HY) does not only take into account the upfront amount
one actually has to pay at inception (in a digital way), but instead
takes the whole CDS curve as input. The method (HY) prices
the bond in concern on a default intensity curve which is boot-
strapped from one and the same given input CDS curve in both
cases. Intuitively, this computation depends continuously on the
bond maturity, i.e. there is no significant basis jump when the
bond maturity wiggles to the right or to the left of an IMM date,
because the CDS input data is always the same. This effect is vi-
sualized in a toy example in Figure 2. It is observed that for bond
maturities short after an IMM date, the (HY)-basis is significantly
higher compared with all reasonable (Z*)-bases.
What to do? This is a difficult question. In practice, it does not
happen often that the (HY)-basis falls outside the reasonable Z-
spread basis range. But if it does, like in the example above,
it is a valid question which measurement is more appropriate.
We are convinced that the (HY)-basis is a good measurement,
because it has the best theoretical underpinning of all negative
basis measurement approaches. In the Example of Figure 2, on
the one hand it appears that the (HY)-basis is too high when the
bond’s maturity is right after the 20-Jun-2017. On the other hand,
the Z-spread methods suffer from the theoretical flaw that the Z-
spread is not always a good approximation for an annualized in-
come, which is explained in Mai (2014b). Indeed, when the more
appropriate formula, which is derived in Mai (2014b), replaces
the Z-spread in the method (Z*), the (Z*)-values in Figure 2 in-
crease by about 100 bps briefly after the IMM date 20-Jun-2017,
correcting the picture.

4IMM stands for “international money market”.
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5 Conclusion Some technical difficulties related to the appropriate measure-
ment of the negative basis have been pointed out. These were:
peculiarities for short maturities, the difficulty to choose an ap-
propriate hedge ratio in the Z-spread method, and the effect of
the standardized quarterly frequency of the IMM dates.
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Fig. 1: Visualization of the function x 7→ exp(−(0.003+ x) 0.02).
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Fig. 2: Negative basis according to methods (HY), (Z*) with unit
nominal hedge, and (Z*) with JTD-neutral hedge. The va-
luation date is 01-Jul-2014, and the CDS curve consists
of three points (1y,2y,3y) with quoted upfronts (0, 0, 25%),
with running coupon of 500 bps and a 20% recovery as-
sumption. The bond comes at a price of 85% and pays
an annual coupon of 12%. The maturity date of the bond
is varied to lie between 01-Jun-2017 and 01-Sep-2017,
which is a range including the IMM date 20-Jun-2017, at
which a significant jump in the method (Z*) is observed.
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